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|  357SAFETY GOGGLES
FLEX SEAL® GOGGLES
Goggles’ silicone construction provides long-lasting comfort, fit, and 
climate adaptability. They fit over most prescription frames, protecting 
eyes—even on the periphery. And a pivoting headband clip permits 
the wearer to position the goggles on a hard hat or the neoprene 
headband behind the ears. They also have an optically correct 
polycarbonate lens with Uvextreme® anti-fog coating plus an indirect 
venting system. Meets ANSI Z87+. Blocks 99.9% of UV rays. Navy 
body with clear anti-fog lens.
Part No Description
S3400XHW Flex Seal Goggles

S3400XHW

FUTURA™ GOGGLES
With excellent panoramic vision, these goggles come with indirect venting to 
help eliminate fogging and a neoprene headband. A brow guard reduces glare, 
too, and they fit over most prescription glasses. Meets ANSI Z87+. Blocks 99.9% 
of UV rays. Clear body with clear anti-fog lens.

Part No Description
S345CHW Futura Goggles

S345CHW

11250800HW

V-MAXX® GOGGLES
Goggles feature a wraparound lens with a 180° unobstructed view and 
direct vent for impact protection. Their elastic headband is adjustable for 
the best fit, and they can be worn over most Rx eyewear too. Meets ANSI 
Z87+. Blocks 99.9% of UV rays. Clear body with clear anti-fog lens.

Part No Description
11250800HW V-Maxx Goggles

18629KC2

V80 WILDCAT* GOGGLES

Goggles will not drip, melt, or ignite at temperatures up to 350ºF (for five 
minutes). They offer superior comfort, too, thanks to pivot headbands, adjustable 
side vents, and a contoured fit that blocks out airborne contaminants. Meets 
ANSI Z87+. Blocks 99.9% of UV rays. Black body with anti-fog lenses.

Part No Description
20525KC2 V80 Goggles, Clear
20526KC2 V80 Goggles, Smoke
20527KC2 V80 Goggles, Amber

20527KC2

V90 SHIELD
Featuring Monoggle XTR with full-face protection that detaches 
from goggles, this curved shield conforms to the shape of the wearer's 
face for better protection. Plus it's made of polycarbonate for added 
toughness, and it fits over most prescription eyewear too. Meets ANSI 
Z87+. Blocks 99.9% of UV rays. Blue body with clear anti-fog lens. 

Part No Description
18629KC2 V90 Shield


